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INTRODUCTION

PSP 2.o PROCESS 

The Victorian Planning Authority (VPA) is 
taking an innovative approach to shaping 
the future of Melbourne’s communities, 
through collaborative strategic planning.

The Precinct Structure Plan (PSP) process was 
reviewed by the VPA in 2019 as part of a program of 
continuous improvement.  This reform agenda created 
the next generation of strategic planning - ‘PSP 
2.o ‘to deliver outcomes focused on vision, purpose 
and place in partnership with local communities.

PSP 2.o sets aspirational targets for PSP 
development including co-design, streamlining 
preparation, optimising the PSP product to embrace 
innovation and delivering government policy.

The co-design approach is key to achieving integrated 
planning outcomes through the streamlined PSP 
preparation process. This collaborative and iterative 
approach provides opportunities for a range of 
diverse stakeholders to participate in workshops that 
generate and refine new ideas, and craft, test and 
deliver meaningful and distinct visions for our new 
greenfield neighbourhoods and communities.

In particular, the PSP 2.o process aims to:

 ` Facilitate co-design of a Place-
Based Structure Plan (PSP);

 ` Achieve up-front, early resolution of issues;

 ` Gain better and earlier information 
on infrastructure demands to inform 
agency planning and budget bids;

 ` Update guidance on PSP content reflecting new 
government policy and promoting innovation; and

 ` Provide stronger guidance in PSPs 
for staging of development.

The VPA is rolling out the new PSP 2.o process 
as part of our Greenfields work program, 
which includes the Wallan South PSP. 

Figure 1 on the following page illustrates 
where we are now in the PSP 2.o process. 

PURPOSE OF THE PLACE BASED 
PLAN CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP

This summary report captures the key outcomes 
from the Place Based Plan Co-Design Workshop, 
held online across two sessions (21 August 2020 
and 28 August 2020) via Zoom and MURAL.  

This report identifies comments raised and ideas 
contributed for key topics used in MURAL (being: 
Constraints, Active and Attractive Connections, 
Timely Transport Connections and Land Uses) 
across the Wallan South PSP to guide the 
development of a Conceptual Place Based Plan.  

The overall intention of the report is to highlight key 
points of interest, preferences and a collection of the 
overwhelming views from various stakeholders on 
certain elements to assist in developing a Conceptual 
Place Based Plan for the Wallan South PSP.  

The Conceptual Place Based Plan presented in this 
report will guide engagement with critical stakeholders, 
and to form the basis of formal agency consultation.

1 
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PLACE BASED PLAN  
CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP

INTRODUCTION

The place-based plan co-design workshop was held 
as a key part of the Wallan South PSP 2.o process and 
built upon the outcomes of the pitching sessions 
(held in November 2019) and the vision and purpose 
co-design workshop (held in December 2019). 

The purpose of the place-based co 
co-design workshop was:

 ` To collaboratively develop and prepare a conceptual 
place-based plan for the Wallan South PSP.

 ` To provide an update on the current status of 
the project and summarise the background 
technical studies and resolution pathways and 
the Vision and Purpose Co-design Workshop.

 ` To provide an opportunity for key stakeholders and 
landowners to visually map out key constraints, 
transport connections and land uses.

 ` To encourage innovative ideas in shaping 
the urban structure for Wallan South.

 ` To provide a clear, transparent and 
inclusive consultation program.

 ` To outline next steps for the Wallan 
South PSP 2.o process.

WHO WAS INVOLVED?

A diverse range of stakeholders attended the 
place-based plan co-design workshop sessions.  

Across the two days, approximately 70 participants 
attended from the following organisations:

 → Victorian Planning Authority;

 → Mitchell Shire Council;

 → Landholders and representatives of landholders: 
Crystal Group, Kingsman/ Human Habitats, 
Mondous Property, Hq Management, EPC Pacific, 
Landowner (Parcel 6), Landowner (30 Macsfield Rd);

 → Victorian School Building Authority/Department 
of Education and Training Victoria;

 → DELWP – Land (Regional Parks);

 → Department of Transport & Regional Roads Victoria;

 → DELWP – Planning Services;

 → Department of Jobs, Precincts and 
Regions – Extractive Resources;

 → Department of Jobs, Precincts and 
Regions – Invest Assist;

 → Department of Health and Human Services;

 → Environmental Protection Authority;

 → DELWP – Integrated Water Management;

 → Melbourne Water;

 → Catholic Education Office;

 → APA Group; and

 → Yarra Valley Water.
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ACTIVITY 4. 

LAND USES MAPPING 
/ ANALYSIS 

PLACE BASED PLAN CO-DESIGN WORKSHOP STRUCTURE 

Figure 2 Workshop Schedule 

ACTIVITY 3.

TIMELY 
TRANSPORT 

CONNECTIONS 
MAPPING

ACTIVITY 2.

ACTIVE AND 
ATTRACTIVE 

CONNECTIONS 
MAPPING

ACTIVITY 1.

CONSTRAINTS 
MAPPING 

Introduction by Mitchell Shire Council 
and Webinar Presentation by VPA

WALLAN SOUTH PSP 
PLACE BASED PLAN CO-DESIGN WORKSHOPS

The place-based plan co-design workshop was run 
online across two sessions via Zoom.  While different 
online techniques were used at the workshops, the 
format was essentially the same as a face-to-face 
workshop, commencing with a presentation from 
the VPA to provide a summary of the current status 
of the project and an update on issue resolution 
pathways, followed by online interactive activities 
in small break out groups (the breakdown and 
structure of each day are illustrated in Figure 2).  

Workshop activities were undertaken via a digital 
workspace tool called ‘MURAL’ which is an online 
platform similar to a format that would be used 
for face-to-face workshops.  The workshops 
were facilitated by the VPA and Mesh.  The raw 
data recorded on MURAL during all workshop 
sessions are included as Appendix 1 and 2. 

WORKSHOP #1
21 August 2020

WORKSHOP #2
28 August 2020
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KEY THEMES
Six emerging themes were identified and formed the 
basis of discussion at the Vision and Purpose Co-design 
Workshop.  These themes have evolved as identified in 
the Vision and Purpose Co-design Workshop Summary 
Document to reflect the aspirations for the precinct.  

Key themes for the Wallan South PSP are as follows:

Figure 3. Key Themes 

Completing
the Future

City of Wallan

Attracting
New
Economies

Connecting
People to

Places

Creating
Diverse

20-minute
Neighbourhoods

+ Boosting
the 

Community

Maximising
Value from
Water and
Landscape
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CO-DESIGN PLACE 
BASED PLANS
INTRODUCTION

This section of the report summarises key findings 
from feedback collated from the MURALs 
for each of the four key topics - Constraints, 
Active and Attractive Connections, Timely 
Transport Connections and Land Uses.   

In small Zoom breakout groups (of approximately 
4-5 people), participants undertook a series of 
interactive activities via MURAL aimed to review and 
validate key constraints, amenity and landscaping 
connections/links, transport connections and land 
use mapping layers for the Wallan South PSP. 

Workshop activities were based on each topic as follows:

Ultimately, a combination of these plans 
will form the basis of the Conceptual Place 
Based Plan for Wallan South PSP.

Each sub-section below describes the purpose of 
each activity, identifies key changes to each plan and 
a detailed drawing key that summarises comments 
received for particular elements of the plan. 

 ` Activity #1 – Constraints Mapping

 ` Activity #2 – Active and Attractive 
Connections Mapping

 ` Activity #3 – Timely Transport 
Connections Mapping

 ` Activity #4 – Land Uses 
Mapping/Analysis
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Figure 4 Updated Constraints Mapping Plan

ACTIVITY #1 - CONSTRAINTS MAPPING 

The aim of Activity #1 - Constraints Mapping was to review and validate (via sticky notes and the pen tool) 
key constraints within the Wallan South PSP as shown in the drawing key (refer to Table 1 below). 

KEY QUESTIONS 
participants were 
asked to consider 
(but not limited to):

 ` How should this constraint be treated or interfaced with? 

 ` How could these constraints be used to achieve the 
Wallan South Vision?

 ` What should the detailed reports pay attention to?
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Constraints Plan

Biodiversity values along 
Darraweit Rd & Old Sydney Rd 

recognised

Areas with 20% 
slope and above 

highlighted

Power transmission 
line along Old Sydney 

Rd identified

Presence of Sodic Soils 
within the PSP area 

recognised

Potential retarding 
basin identified

Private School 
identified

Potential Meade 
Swamp recognised

Hearne Swamp 
recognised

Potential Hanna 
Swamp Status 

identified

Drainage 
Conveyance Corridor 

identified

1km buffer from 
water treatment 
plant identified
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Table 1 Constraints Mapping Drawing Key + Summary of Comments Received 

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Extractive 
Industry 
500m Buffer

 ` Depending on the outcome 
of the Beveridge North West 
PSP (Planning Panel Report to 
be received October 2020) the 
quarry may require a buffer area 
within the Wallan South PSP 
and will impact on staging of 
development within this area.

Freeway/ 
Highway

 ` Existing congestion along 
Northern Highway.

 ` Constrained access into the 
‘wedge’ between the Northern 
Highway and the Hume 
Freeway.  Access to the site will 
need to be improved from the 
adjacent highway and freeway 
to make development viable.

 ` Safety concerns regarding 
connection of Hadfield Road 
to the Northern Highway.

 ` Provide appropriate land uses, 
connectivity and biodiversity links 
on both sides of Northern Highway.

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Old Sydney 
Road

 ` Old Sydney road is constructed 
to a rural standard, is significantly 
vegetated and contains high 
biodiversity values with low 
passive surveillance.

 ` Minimise crossovers along 
Old Sydney Road.

Connector 
Roads

 ` Rowes Lane and Darraweit 
Road intersection considered 
unsafe due to poor site lines.

 ` Upgrades along Darraweit 
Road to provide for pedestrian 
and vehicle safety. 

 ` Rowes Lane contains 
scenic rows of trees.

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Biodiversity 
Values

 ` Conservation areas protecting 
existing biodiversity values.

 ` Avoid development on hilltop/steep 
slopes and near Strathaird Creek as 
these are key landscape features.

 ` High biodiversity values 
along Darrawiet Road.

 ` Retain the vegetation along 
the ridges west of Strathaird 
Creek to provide a buffer 
to the residential area.

 ` Utilise the native environment 
and natural assets and avoid 
engineered solutions.  

 ` Potential opportunity to 
connect to Beveridge North-
West PSP conservation area 
to Wallan South PSP. 

 ` Include east-west biodiversity 
links from Wallan Regional 
park to Deep Creek.

 ` Use buffers around the existing 
Biodiversity and Cultural Sensitivity 
areas to mitigate soil erosion.

Bushfire 
Management 
Overlay

 ` Setbacks may be required 
as BMO could extend 
along the waterway.

 ` Consider Bushfire Assessment 
along Strathaird Creek.

 ` Previous bushfires caused 
by electrical poles.

Area of 
Cultural 
Sensitivity

 ` Probable areas of cultural 
significance will be associated 
with the two creek lines and 
wetlands that pass through the 
site, the volcanic cone, and steep 
areas to the west of the site.

 ` Areas of Cultural Sensitivity to be 
directed by a Cultural Heritage 
Management Report (CHMP) 
currently being developed in 
consultation with Wurundjeri.  

 ` Ensure protection of 
biodiversity values and 
cultural heritage values.

 ` Investigate European 
History of the Brick Hut/
Old Sydney Road Toll.

Yarra Valley 
Treatment 
Plant 1km 
Buffer

Drainage 
Conveyance 
Corridor

 ` Include drainage conveyance 
corridor from the bottom 
of Botanical Avenue south 
to Strathaird Creek. 

1 in 100-year 
Flood Extent

 COMPLETING THE FUTURE
CITY OF WALLAN

MAXIMISING VALUES FROM 
WATER AND LANDSCAPE

CONNECTING PEOPLE
TO PLACES
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Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Potential 
Retarding 
Basin

 ` Potential for large retarding basin 
west of Northern Highway.

Swamps  ` Refer to Hanna Swamp as 
‘Potential swamp site under 
investigation’ until MW 
investigation is completed.

 ` Allow for development of the 
of the Hanna Swamp area as 
it is currently used for pasture 
and cropping and has not 
been flooded in 60 years.

 ` Further assessments of 
Hanna Swamp are required 
to understand any Cultural 
Heritage or Strategic Values.

 ` Identify Potential Meade 
Swamp on the plan until MW 
investigation is completed.

Watercourse  ` A draft DSS is being finalised by 
Melbourne Water as a base case.

 ` Provide linear passive 
open spaces and active 
travel opportunities east of 
Strathaird Creek along the 
waterways that connect with 
the Taylors Creek Corridor.

 ` Maintain and improve 
habitat links along 
waterways to Merri Creek.

 ` Opportunity to redesign 
waterways to reduce erosion, 
increase community value and 
create potential biodiversity links.

 ` Opportunity exists for a 
future waterway from outfalls 
(south of Taylors Lane).

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Heritage 
Inventory 
Site

 ` Elements of early post-contact 
heritage on the site, including 
Inverlochy Castle Hotel and 
Cobb and Co Staging Post.

Other  ` Include utility services such as high-pressure 
pipelines, high voltage transmission lines 
and other servicing infrastructure.

 ` Include non-government schools. 

 ` Retain existing dam on the chicken farm (south 
of Darraweit Road) for water retention purposes.

MAXIMISING VALUES FROM 
WATER AND LANDSCAPE BOOSTING THE COMMUNITY +
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KEY QUESTIONS 
participants were 
asked to consider 
(but not limited to):

 ` What does this layer mean/look like?

 ` How can this feature be captured in the PSP document?

 ` How can its alignment/location be improved?

Figure 5 Updated Active and Attractive Connections Mapping Plan

ACTIVITY #2 - ACTIVE AND ATTRACTIVE CONNECTIONS MAPPING

The aim of Activity #2 - Active and Attractive Connections Mapping was to review and validate (via sticky notes and 
the pen tool) key amenity and landscaping connections/links within the Wallan South PSP as shown in the drawing 
key (refer to Table 2 below).
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Active & Attractive
Connections

The need for varying cross-
section typologies for the 

waterway corridor’s recognised

Wild walking trails 
linking into Beveridge 
North West PSP area 

and beyond identified

Amenity links and linear 
corridors realigned to 
provide more direct 

connections to activity 
centres and destinations

Taylors Creek 
realigned

Old Sydney Rd 
classified as a scenic 
road with desire for 

minimal change

Connections to Wallan 
Regional park and Mt 

Fraser considered

Viewlines to volcanic 
cones and landscape 

values included

Inverlochy Castle hotel 
north section integrated 
adjacent the waterway 

corridor on the north side of 
the gateway entrance
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Table 2 Active and Attractive Connections Mapping Drawing Key + Summary of Comments Received 

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Rewild 
Drainage 
Corridor

 ` Enhance and re-establish native 
vegetation and habitat along 
this section of waterway.

 ` MW supportive of roads 
along waterways.

 ` Recognise that existing vegetation 
and erosion potential are to 
be managed along Strathaird 
Creek which will determine 
the width of waterways.

 ` Utilise Taylors Creek as a key 
north-south link into Wallan.

Urbanised 
Drainage 
Corridor

 ` Opportunity to re-imagine 
the waterway to incorporate 
the adjacent amenity 
and development.

 ` Provide a continuous green link 
to Beveridge North West schools 
that is functional and safe.

Investigate 
Standing 
Waterbodies

 ` Size of waterbodies to 
be determined through 
technical report.

 ` Opportunity to utilise 
waterbodies for stormwater 
harvesting and as a key amenity 
feature for future shops.

 ` Concerns regarding discharge 
rates across the Northern Highway.

 ` Urban response to incorporate 
and leverage off water assets.

Landscape 
Values

 ` Conservation areas protecting 
and enhancing existing 
biodiversity values.

 ` Rowes Lane trees highly 
unique and should be 
utilised as pedestrian link.

 ` Potential opportunity for a 
‘lookout’ point as a key destination.

Viewlines  ` Views to volcanic cones or 
the western landscape hills 
to be incorporated into street 
and open space design.

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Linear 
Reserves

 ` Incorporate continuous connections 
with dedicated walking and cycling 
paths that cater for a variety of  
users within the community.

 ` Consider well landscaped streets/
boulevards rather than dedicated 
open space (e.g. rear access).

 ` Ensure PSP cross-sections detail 
the width of linear open spaces 
and how it will be developed.

‘Wild’ 
Walking 
Trail

 ` Provide an integrated ‘loop’ 
walking trail around the 
Wallan South PSP to enhance 
connections with nature. 

 ` Incorporate  Aboriginal 
Cultural Heritage Values.

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Regional 
Sports/
Park

 ` Expansion of Greenhill Reserve 
with additional sporting facilities.

 ` Ensure additional active recreation 
opportunities are not associated 
with Greenhill Reserve. 

Inverlochy 
Castle 
Hotel and 
Cobb&Co 
Staging 
Post

 ` Incorporate heritage 
buildings into public 
space and neighbourhood 
gateway experience.

 ` Opportunity to restore the 
Inverlochy Castle Hotel 
into an education facility 
and/or sales office.

 ` Retain the bluestone wall of 
the Inverlochy Castle Hotel.

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Amenity Links  ` Streets or open space 
connections providing increased 
tree canopy and walkability.

 ` Include canopy trees 
and streetscapes in 
PSP cross-sections.

 ` Utilise amenity links to create 
liveability and recreation.

 ` Realign amenity links with 
natural features and topography.

 ` Strengthen pedestrian/ 
cycling connections to 
Beveridge North West.

 ` Integrate open spaces (i.e. 
small parks within 200m) 
that is connected through 
green/ safe streets to larger 
parks and landscape areas.

 ` Include vegetation that is 
resilient to climate change.

Other 
Neighbourhood 
Destinations

 ` Opportunity for discrete 
alternative uses such as parks, 
playgrounds or childcare 
which create a destination 
within the neighbourhood.

Other  ` Explore the natural values of Hanna Swamp and 
integration within the future urban landscape.

 ` Include connection to Mt Fraser and 
potential Mt Fraser Railway Station.

MAXIMISING VALUES FROM 
WATER AND LANDSCAPE

BOOSTING THE COMMUNITY +

CONNECTING PEOPLE
TO PLACES

Active 
walking 
and cycling 
network

 ` Create continuous east-west link 
(walking and cycling) from the Local 
Town Centre to Greenhill Reserve 
and to Wallan Train Station.

 ` Investigate pedestrian/ cycling 
connections into Wallan Regional 
Park and Hernes Swamp.

 ` Consider electric bike library.

CREATING DIVERSE 20-MINUTE 
NEIGHBOURHOODS
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Figure 6 Timely Transport Connections Mapping Plan

KEY QUESTIONS 
participants were 
asked to consider 
(but not limited to):

 ` What does this layer mean/look like?

 ` How can this feature be captured in the PSP document?

 ` How can its alignment/location be improved?

ACTIVITY #3 - TIMELY TRANSPORT CONNECTIONS MAPPING

The aim of Activity #3 - Timely Transport Connections Mapping was to review and validate (via sticky notes and the 
pen tool) key transport connections/links within the Wallan South PSP as shown in the drawing key (refer to Table 3 
below).   
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Timely Transport
Connections

North western local 
convenience centre 

shifted along with arterial High quality and
diverse connections

to Wallan Town Centre
strengthened

Future
freeway entrance

identified

Potential
freeway entrance

considered not 
feasible

Boulevard
connector

roads added

PPTN alignment shifted 
off eastern arterial to 

continue north to Taylors 
Lane via connector street 

network reaching a 
broader catchment

Connection between
eastern and western

arterial shifted south of 
LTC

Alternative PPTN alignment
shown to link further north

through the PSP to Darraweit Rd
and looping through Wallan

Town Centre to the Railway Station

Western arterial shifted 
to Rowes Lane to avoid 

environmental conflicts.

Investigate 
upgrade to 
arterial road

Investigate 
downgrade to 

connector road
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Table 3 Timely Transport Connections Mapping Drawing Key + Summary of Comments Received 

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Enhance 
Wallan 
Township 
Gateways

 ` Connections should contribute 
to a sense of arrival to this 
exciting new community

 ` Identify the corner of Hadfield 
Road and Northern Highway 
as a key gateway.

 ` Incorporate landscaping and 
public art for a sensitive transition 
from rural to urban environment.

Connect to 
Wallan Town 
Centre

 ` Ensure strong connections 
are provided back to Wallan 
Town Centre as it continues to 
provide high-level services.

 ` Importance of active transport 
connections to Wallan Town Centre

Freeway 
Overpass

 ` Investigate Hadfield Road, 
Northern Highway / Hume 
Freeway intersection 
connection design.

Freeway/
Highway

 ` Land acquisition to straighten 
the Macsfield Road alignment.

 ` Improve east-west access across 
and onto the Hume Freeway 
and Northern Highway without 
compromising traffic flow.

Principle 
Public 
Transport 
Network 
(PPTN)

 ` This connection provides space for 
dedicated public transport such as 
trackless or high frequency buses.

 ` PPTN to be a high capacity 
route containing less stops, with 
feeder routes coming off.

 ` PPTN to continue north to 
Taylors Lane along Rowes Lane 
(to service the western area 
of the PSP) to Wallan Railway 
Station and Local Town Centre 
to serve a wider catchment.

 ` Concerns regarding PPTN 
along Northern Highway.

 ` Stage the delivery of PPTN to 
allow for emerging technologies. 

 ` Alternative transport options 
will alleviate traffic volumes.

Alternative 
PPTN 
alignment

 ` This alternative was desired 
by the workshop groups and 
will be further investigated. 

Railway

Railway 
Station

 ` Provide active transport options 
and links to Wallan Railway Station.

Future Fast 
Rail Station

 ` Ensure the PSP is well 
connected to the existing 
Wallan Station through multiple 
forms of transportation

Drawing Key Comments Received / Description

Arterial Road  ` Incorporate continuous 
connections with dedicated 
walking and cycling paths 
that cater for a variety of users 
within the community.

 ` Ensure PSP cross-sections 
detail the width of roads and 
how it will be developed.

 ` Integrate Hadfield Road 
with existing and future 
neighbourhood configuration.

Connector 
Roads

 ` Provide important vehicular and 
active transport connections 
between neighbourhoods.

 ` Integrate ‘green’ shared 
streets (such as boulevards) 
for pedestrians and cyclists.  

 ` Include slope responsive design.

Scenic Road 
- Old Sydney 
Road

 ` Retain the majority of 
Old Sydney Road as a key 
scenic route within minimal 
upgrades to improve safety.

Key Local 
Road 
Connections

 ` These are existing roads within 
Wallan that provide connection 
into the existing neighbourhoods.

Other  ` Provide appropriate intersection distances.

 ` Enable positive movement and mobility in 
and around the Wallan South PSP and where 
possible, include placemaking initiatives. 

 ` Provide electric vehicle charging 
points at the Local Town Centre.

COMPLETING THE FUTURE
CITY OF WALLAN

CONNECTING PEOPLE
TO PLACES
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ACTIVITY #4 - LAND USE MAPPING/ANALYSIS

The aim of Activity #4 – Land Use Mapping 
was to spatially locate and review key land uses 
including government and non-government 
schools, community centres, sports reserves, town 
centres, residential, mixed uses and employment 
land uses on the Wallan South PSP plan.

The activity was organised into three steps as follows:

 ` Step 1 – To discuss and locate Government and 
Non-Government Primary and Secondary education 
facilities, Community Centres and Sports Reserves 
on the Wallan South PSP plan.  Participants also 
had the option to locate ‘other land uses’ including 
universities, TAFE, special schools and hospitals.  
Of note, general design principles were noted on 
the MURAL to provide guidance on where key 
elements should placed on the plan. These principles 
were also open for discussion and comment. 

 ` Step 2 – To review the location of Town 
Centres, Mixed Use, and Employment land 
uses on the Wallan South PSP plan.

 ` Step 3 – To draw (using the pen tool on 
MURAL) and discuss residential development 
typologies and densities within Wallan South 
PSP plan.  Residential densities include:

 → High Density 

 → Medium Density 

 → Standard Residential 

 → Low Density 

Information from this activity informed the 
preparation of the concept place-based plan. 

Schools, Community Centres, Sports 
Reserves and Town Centres

The plans below illustrate the placement of schools 
(Government and Non-Government), Community 
Centres, Sports Reserves and Town Centres for each of 
the seven (7) workshop groups with a corresponding 
summary of comments and key design principles. 

The community facilities discussed below 
workshopped locations have been reviewed and  
commonalities identified.  These commonalties 
along with the refined design principles were used 
as a starting point for the locating of facilities for 
the Conceptual Place-Based Plan on page 18.

Drawing 
Key Symbol Type 

Potential Amount

Number Size

Government Schools 
(Primary) 3 3.5ha (each)

Government Schools 
(Secondary) 1 8.4ha

Design 
Element Key Design Principles - Comments Received 

Road Access  ` Not located on Arterial Roads

 ` Must be located on Connector Roads

 ` Public transport access (especially 
for secondary schools)

 ` At least 3 road frontages

Co-located 
with other 
uses

 ` Preferred located with sports reserves

 ` Have good visual and physical links to town centres

 ` Co-located with a Community Centre

Landscape 
Conditions 

 ` Must be located on relatively flat land

 ` Not located on land with flooding overlays

 ` Relationship to biodiversity areas 
for education opportunities.  

Schools (Government)

NOTE  ` Special school (1 @1.9ha) to be located in the 
PSP. This was not confirmed at the time of the 
workshops and was not included in the activity.

WORKSHOP GROUPS:
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Drawing 
Key Symbol Type 

Potential Amount

Number Size

Non-government 
Schools 2 3ha (each)

Design 
Element Key Design Principles - Comments Received 

Road Access  ` Located on Connector Roads

 ` Public transport access

Co-located 
with other 
uses

 ` Located near Local Town Centre

 ` Within a walkable catchment to community facilities

Landscape 
Conditions 

 ` Preferred on flat land

 ` Relationship to biodiversity areas 
for education opportunities

Other  ` Evenly space out non-government schools 

Schools (Non-Government)

Drawing 
Key Symbol Type 

Potential Amount

Number Size

Level 1 Community 
Centre 2 0.8ha (each)

Level 3 Community 
Centre (inc library) 1 2ha

Design 
Element Key Design Principles - Comments Received 

Road Access  ` Not located on arterial roads

 ` Must be located along connector roads

 ` Within proximity to Public Transport

Co-located 
with other 
uses

 ` Within a walkable catchment from 
town centres preferred

 ` Co-located with government schools

Landscape 
Conditions  ` Preferred on flat land

Community Centres

WORKSHOP GROUPS:

WORKSHOP GROUPS:
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WORKSHOP GROUPS:

WORKSHOP GROUPS:

Drawing 
Key Symbol Type 

Potential Amount

Number Size

Sports  Reserves 3 8ha (each)

Indoor Recreation 
Facility 1 2.1ha

Design 
Element Key Design Principles - Comments Received 

Road Access  ` Located along Connector Roads or Arterial Roads

 ` Within proximity to Public Transport

Co-located 
with other 
uses

 ` Co-located with government schools 
and/or community centres

 ` Linkages with other open spaces

Landscape 
Conditions 

 ` Must be located on flat land

 ` Incorporate the natural features 
of the existing landscape

 ` Located near waterbodies/waterways for 
stormwater harvesting opportunities

Other  ` Within an 800m safe walkable 
distance of each dwelling

 ` Ensure access to Class A recycled water

Sports Reserves

Drawing 
Key Symbol Type 

Potential Amount

Number Size

Local Town Centre 1 NA

Local Convenience 
Centre

2 
(Revised to 1) NA

Investigate retail 
opportunities

2
(Revised to 3) NA

Design 
Element Key Design Principles - Comments Received 

Road Access  ` Must be located on Connector 
Roads or Arterial Roads

 ` Direct access to Public Transport

Co-located 
with other 
uses

 ` Have good visual and physical links to Government 
schools and/or community centres

 ` Links to open spaces

Landscape 
Conditions  ` Preferred on flat land

Town Centres

NOTE  ` In relation to the placement of town centres, participants 
generally agreed to the location of the Local Town Centre 
(LTC), Local Convenience Centre (LCC) and retail nodes.  
Participants noted that the placements were spaced out 
evenly, easily accessible and close to public transport.  
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Residential, Employment and Mixed-Use 
Land Uses

There was consensuses between all groups to 
locate higher density housing (i.e. high and 
medium density) around the Local Town Centre, 
open spaces, along arterial roads, public transport 
routes and close to amenity offerings such as 
local convenience centres and retail nodes.  

Notably, standard and low-density housing 
were identified along the western portion of 
Wallan South near the conservation areas. The 
potential locations of employment and mixed-
use land uses were generally well received.

Figure 7 Land Use Mapping Plan – Residential, Employment, Activity Centres and Mixed-Use Land Uses

Note arterial road will need 
to downgrade to connector 

road or school may be 
located within the Quarry 

buffer
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CONCEPTUAL PLACE-
BASED PLAN
The Conceptual Place-Based Plan synthesises 
key issues and opportunities as well as comments 
received from the four (4) activities.  

It represents the direction for the Wallan South 
PSP area and key elements that it should 
contain following the next phase, agency 
endorsement and public consultation.  

It is important to note that this plan does not 
show these elements with any finality.  

Figure 8 Conceptual Place-Based Plan – Wallan South PSP (see next page)
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NEXT  
STEPS
The Conceptual Place-Based Plan is currently 
undergoing agency consultation and endorsement, 
before proceeding to a public consultation 
process, where stakeholders will be given a further 
opportunity to respond in detail to the plan.  

Further information in relation to the preparation 
and process for the Planning Scheme 
Amendment and public consultation of the 
documentation will be provided in due course.
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APPENDIX 1.
MURAL PDF EXPORTS – WORKSHOP #1



Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

Hanna Swamp
might have cultural
heritage values as

well - makes it more
complicated to
reuse the land

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Preservation of
the ridge line -
hilltops are a

key landscape
feature

Important to note it
is not an existing

swamp but a
former swamp and

doesnt currently
exist

Existing Rowes
lane - create and

retain mature
vegetation as open
space/ pedestrian

corridor

Existing open
area - crystal

group looking to
move road

alignment here 

Other
opportuntiies

to explore
taking them

on boars

Blue dashed line =
potential road

connection from Old
Sydney Road into

precinct - instead of

alignment

Constraints
mapping is

missing
topography -
very steep

areas 

VPAs current
arterial road
alignment -

issues due to
vegetation

impact 

Human habitats - keen
to preserve western side

of drainage area as
more eco-focused 

current road alignment
will impact biodiversity

barrier

Constraint: how to

to the Northern
Highway? It's very close

to the o� ramp and

to make it safe

BMO - there is a
setback required

but the location of
existing overlay

boundary may not
be accurate 

Need to be mindful
of interface of

Strathaird Creek
and how it a�ects

Redesign waterway
(Strathaird Creek) and

won't continue further
east into precinct.

Bev NW Panel will
determine Quarry
outcome. Wait for
Panel report in 6-8

weeks (late October
2020)

Looking a the map: with 200m
wide corridors from waterways

and Hanna swamp, that's a lot of
land constrained + a lot of land to

be examined through a CHMP.
Should we do some of smaller

testing to get a better
understanding of the likely hood

of artifacts being found. 

Potential

land will be a
water body?

BMO should likely
follow the

vegetation more
then currently

displayed

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A
Activity #2 

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Could imnprove
on the concept of
desitanations and
the connections
between these.

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

MSC Greenhill Reserve sporting
facilities will "only" servicing the

existing Wallan township
catchment and population. Wallan
South will need to provide it's own

Active Open Space facilities as
there is a massive under provision

right now. 

investigate
connections into
Wallan Regional

Park / Hernes
Swamp area for

pedestrian / cyclist

Wider corridor
does not always

eqqual better
amenity

Hanna Swamp to
be shown as former
swamp as it is not

an existing
ecological feature

Progressing
IWM - Hume

Freeway
bottleneck for

drainage

How wide should these
corridors be to do this
successfully? - 80 m in

the resi area and
potentially up to 100 m

further north. As a
reservation . 

Works
further

upstream
needed 

YVW
investigating
sotrmwater
harvesting 

Northern
alignment to

change -
crystal group

some areas
100m wide

Corridor may not
be as wide as
100m - human
habitat, further

work to be done 

Location of water
body to be

determined -
together with
amenity from
Town Centre

opportuntiy
to realign
drainage
corridor - 

Existing Dam -
a�ecting water

catchment
north of PSP 

Green Hill Reserve Active Open
Space neccessary to cater for
Wallan Township population.

Wallan South population
(25,000) will need additional

reserves

Key heritage
feature - need to
look into further -

CMP may be
needed - may be of

Entry to the estate is shown
splitting open space - proposal

to bring entry south of
inverlochy hotel - have
inverlochy hotel as an

education facility and sales

redevelopment of precinct -
need to understand what can

and cant be preserved 

Crystal group
keen to embrace
the heritage of
the inverlochy

castle

hut to the west
which also keen to
explore heritage

value/
rehabilitation of

site 

Creation of the
Wallan Regional

Park can be
leveriged in

Wallan south 

Conenctivity
between reserve

and PSP important
as well as onto the

town centre

Best form of
connectivity -

pedestrian
links along the

corridor 

opportuntiy to
leveredge

links to open
space

How can the
PSP capture
high quality

amenity links  

Canopy trees and
streetscapes

important to be
considered in PSP

crosssections 

Built form
outcomes need to

be given more
e�ort than in other

Rowes Lane trees
highly unique and
should be utilised
as pedestrian link 

red line = pedestrian /
cycling link along the

back of Green Hill
towards Railway Station

Active /
Pedestrian link
from PSP into
Town Centre

Note* We are
still waiting on

important
reports to

Build in and
ensure good

connections into
the existing

Wallan Township

Make sure there is
enough community
infrastructure for the
whole of Wallan - not
just this Wallan South

PSP

How do we
bring 20 minute
neighborhood

theory into
wallann south

Meade
Swamp?

Is there a
lookout as

a
destination?

Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Connection
to the BIFT is

important 

The plan needs
to show the

interchanges
been

announced 

How do we
ensure positive
movement and
mobility in and
around the PSP

We need to
capture the

interchanges and
transport networks
in around the PSP 

Old Sydney
Road - needs to

of connection  

If we want better
transport

outcomes - lets be
conscious of this
and make better

connections 

Importance
of active
transport

connections 

How do we 
ensure connection
to the train station -

station is more
than just a train

station 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Infrastructure
Connection to 

destinations
could be
stronger 

Northern Hwy /
Hume Fwy

connection will
need a good

investigation and 
design.

Think about
pathways to
destinations 

Connection
over the
swamp

Road can
connect

into BIFT. 

Alignment of the
arterial roads need
to be considered in
relation to (former)

swamp

concerns
regarding an

intersection at
this point due to

the slope,
bends 

Not existing
swamp - should

be stated in
maps that it is

not 

Moved
alignment =

better location
to

neighbourhoods

Need to reconsider
potentially this road
alignment - steep,

impacts
biodiversity, worst

intersection

Signalized
intersection

Current
alignment

would dissect
community 

appropriate
intersection
distances  

red line is a
missing link -
to be secured

by council

Scenic rd
starts 

Arterial
from BNW

Road upgrade
would e�ect
biodiversity 

Spce to
utilise

Land acquisition
to straighten the

allignment

Question
whether eastern
arterial needs to
go all the way to

Taylors lane 

Can improve
interface /

taylors lane 

Even if not
arterial on

eastern can
still have

PPTN 

Transport
connections
need to be
hollistic for

community and
wider Wallan

G
R

O
U

P
 1



Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

4 lane boulevard

pat town centre

potetnial act as
a freight road to

the BIFT? 

This road will
carry high

ammount of

Western north
south arterial is

intended to be a
sub region

arterial 

Hanna Swamp big
questions about
how this e�ects

the western
arterial

Access from
Rowes lane

due to
biodiversity
constraints

PPTN will be a
high capacity,

less stops, with
feeder routes
coming o�. 

Stakeholders
and community

groups are
advocating for

the hanna

This could
shift in order
to cater for
the swamp

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

PPTN? this road
needs to cater for
this, what are the
implications on
cross sections 

PPTN up to taylor
could still be a

good opportunity
to increase
catchment 

Preference for
PPTN to go up

through the town
centre/ along

northern highway

East west
connections,

lack this connect
from the
northern
highway

as a east west
connector

Balance the
connection and co

locating the
ammount of crossing
of the drainage lines
and arterial roads 

Critical
connection

point for
trainstation 

How do we connect
to the BIFT? will

freight route,
potetnially take part

a a local function

We dont want
too many

intersections
along the
northern
highway 

left in left out
here instead

of full
intersection 

Biodiversity along
darraweit road is of

high importance
make this road

unviable along the
western side of the

creek 

Connections
onto darraweit

road needs to be
assesed as
dangerus

intersection

Developers
looking at E-
bikes as an

option within the
precincts. 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A
Activity #2 

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

See the
permeability of

some of the
major desire

lines  

Northern Highway as
a direct cycle route

and connection
opportunity in and

out of wallan 

Low point
suitable for RB,
Meade Swamp

historical
location

that these assets are
needed/ discussion
to behad as part of a

potetnial strategy

Council keen to
focus on opps in
regard to meade

swamp rather than
focus on hanna

swamp

MW Prefered
outcome to
have roads

along
waterways 

Could a road
become a

barrier? if put
along rowes

land? 

potential
Connection
along the

strathhead
creek

Road adjacent
to it the right

thing with
sodic soils? 

would be entry
point with
inverlochy

hotel 

Incorporate as
gate way

feature. keep
blue stone

walls 

Walking/riding
connection with

open
space/sporting

facilities from new
development.

Balancing the
di�erent

priorities of why
people use

these
connections.  

Recognise that this
creek line is great

connector but soidc
soils will determine
width of waterways

Incorporate the
water bodies

into the
economic hub. 

Use these
connections

to create
livability for

recreational  

Bu�ers/
revegetation to

help support the
impacts of sodic

soils 

Strath head
creek connect to
taylors creek and

becomes the
major corridor 

Erosion/
relatively

wild native
vegetation

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

Council would like to
see further

investigation into
Hanna Swamp and
what role it should

have.

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

potential to
extend along

waterway 

Potential to
get on to old
syndey road
via southern

Need to have
a location for
sewer pump

station.

Incorporate look
out into the
open space/
conservation

area 

Pottential for
realginment of
rowes road and
or turn it into a

pedestrian/
cycling path

CHMP, will
identify
Cultural

sensitvity
further 

Keeping and
incorporating

the natural
feature

Biodiversity
Values along

darrawiet
Road

Old sydney road
is a contstraint,

high biodiversity
values 

Maintain,
improve habitat

links - along
waterways 

GSM, GGF? etc 
to Merri Creek 

need to get
sewers within
the waterway,
both sides of

the creek. 

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

rowes lane
connection

through
conservation

area

8

9

10

G
R

O
U

P
 2



Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Important to keep this north -
south street connection low
key as schools are proposed

to be located south of
Taylors lane and prioritise

pedestrian and cycle
momement... local

connector
link

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Support this
arterial

CONTINUE
ARTERIAL

ALONG
ROWES LANE

Support this
proposed east-

west alignment -
complements

activity centre.

Keep heavy

Question: What
is the reasoning

behind this
arterial road
alignment?

location
because it's

low lying.

Potential
alternative

option (but this
will leave an
odd parcel

shapre)

Cross section
along Taylors Lane

may have to
consider utility

services (gas and
mw drain)?

(in purple)
Suggested

alternative for PPTN
- serves wider
catchment and
avoids highway.

CONNECTION
TO LEVERAGE

OFF
ECOLOGICAL

ELEMENTS

Treatment of Old
Sydney Road?

Preference is to
keep it as a scenic
route rather than

arterial.

Either way, this is
important to discuss
because this frames

the growth area.

Activity #2 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Hanna Swamp
consider the

Healthy Waters
targets

Orange line bike
link crosses

waterway  may
need bridge?

Opportunity to build a
comprehensive network of

separate walking + E-Bike trail
network in the form of a series
of loops that provide access to
the Wallan Rail station | Wallan

town centre | western
escarpment | Spring Hill and Mt

Fraser...

300 Northern
isn't a

regional park
? 

Bike link along
waterway great to

later see cross
section. As long as
at least above 10yr
ARI and 100 yr ARI

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 
Intention for

bike path to be
fairly

informal/rural on
the western side

Rural and
rustic path

North South
connection
to village

centre

Electric bike
library

Dramatic -
Natural

Amphitheatre

Connection
to Mt Fraser

Widen the
Waterway in

this area

How are we
connecting
with Wallara
Waters and

Newbridge ?

May have to
be di�erent

to respond to
sodic soil
anyways

Capturing
nature values

of hanna
swamp

Linkages
between

and
Greenhills

Alternative
location for

activity
centre?

Still the best
location for a
water body

what is the
intent of this
amenity link
i.e leading

where  

should we not be
encouraging this
more along the

creek alignment 

Supportive of alignment
of linear connection.

Perhaps consider these
as well landscaped
streets rather than

dedicated open space
(e.g. rear access).

Hanna Swamp
should consider

Healthy
Waterways

strategy DCI
target.

Flood
storage for

Meades
Swamp

Looking to have
smaller park
network to
equitable

distribution 

Sound approach
towards this linear

reserve. Could take
the form of a
boulevard,

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

Can Swamp be

storage/stormwater
harvesting or not as

part of DSS yet?

Consider what
was done for BNW

in regard to the
cross section of

advice?

300 Northern
and Greenhills

are not a
regional park

Add utility
services on

map Important to
retain swamps

existing size and
not reduce it

How does
Hanna swamp

integrate across
into BNW

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Map needs to
show also

Meade
Swamp as

well.

8

9

10

extent of conservation
areas and whether we

can encourgae
sensitive uses aroudn

areas rather than
simply blank out for
conservation   eco-

villages etc.  

TBC - potential
contamination
and sodic soils
to be mapped

The stormwater area
depicted on the plan needs

to be more closely
evaluated. Our research

indicates that the extent of

Bu�er around quarry is
sterilising extensive

potential urban areas. The
operations of the quarry
should be governed to

minimise intrusion of the
bu�er over potential urban

development areas.

High pressure
pipelines, high

voltage
transmission lines

etc. servicing
infrastructure

Rather than
watercouses...these
drainage corridors
should be noted

that they are
intermitent...

G
R
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Upgrades
needed for

Hume Freeway
to provide

capacity for
regional trips

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

lack of E-W
connections

across Northern
Hwy and Hume

Freeway

connections
for jobs at

BIFT

high
amenity

frontages

Gateway

Gateway
- sense of

arrival

need for
three gov
primary

schools likely
New bridge

Private
schoolsprimary

schools to
have two
local road

connections

to having
secondary school
proximate to PPTN

Access from
Northern

HWY is key

Movemenr of
Secondary

students from
train station 

Activity #2 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Northern
Highway

planned with
high standard
ped/cycle but
issue of timing

Is Taylors
Creek

suitable as a
ped/cycle

link?
Green Hill is
not suitbable

to serve a
regional
function

Do some
creeks/waterways

need to be
protected for

Aboriginal values?

align links with
natural features
and topography,

mindful of
grades

how do we
integrate

into existing
Wallan ?

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

Regional (biodiversity)Park
mooted

This is a title...

high points

need links to
Watson St
ped/cycle

planned corridor
through existing

Wallan

active
connection to

Station via

alignment

No regional level
sporting/active

for the Northern
Corridor !

Local sporting
faciliteis are

stretched
(tennis,

gymnastices,
etc)

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

These two schools
shown are only gov
schools - catholic
and indepenent
schools are not

shown

8

9

10

An opportunity to
creating  a natural
sub precinct close

to conservation
area (low density)

Schools
needs to co-
locate with

town centers 

 2 Catholic Schools
looking to establish in

Wallan South
A  Primary of 3ha and

secondary of 7ha
Location on a main

road  

State Primary schools
within the heart of

residential precincts
close to centres.

Shared potentially with
catholic education

facilities. Good active
transport links

4 primary schools
could be established
in the Wallan South
area to make up for

some undersupply in
the area 

Catholic
school

established in
Wlalara
Waters 

G
R
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 
Crossing of the

waterways to be
minimised, to reduce

potential impacts to the
waterway corridors and

limit the impacts on
potential sodic &
dispersive soils

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

proposed road
alignment and

existing dam that
needs to retained

as a retarding
basin.

potential for
pptn to extend

to darraweit
and high sts

arterial roads
should be avoided

between Rowes
lane and northern

highway

Proximity of this road
alignment to

Strathaird Creek to be
reconsidered, noting

the existing
environmental values
and erosion potential.

landform and
conservation

values will
compromise
delivery of

arterial road

major street connections
to be designed as

boulevards/ connectors
(rather than arterial) -

arrrive at a place
rather than pass

through. streets to
lead people to

destinations (e.g
local town centre) 

landscape as
threshold

from south

use rowes
lane (existing)
as connecting

street

inverlochy
castle/

waterway  as
gateway from

the east 

Facilitating
upgrade of

northern
Hwy

Having a major
land owner will
allow for logical

staging.

Key connections
- green and

investment in
path

infrastructure.
will the ICP fund

upgrades to
existing wallan
connections 

connections to
train station

(how support
through PSP)?

Catholic edu - if
there is a

secondary school
will need good
conenctions to

train station due to
catchment.

its ongoing function/
how best integrated
with neighbourhood

regional
connectivity/
function of

- local or
regional
function?

align ped/
cycle

connections
with green
networks 

Connector roads -
need to provide

good connections.
Not act as a

barrier so much.

connector
streets as green
streets (treed)

and not straight
lines 

encourage old
sydney road

comeback into
the precinct

not a through
route - regional

connections to be
via FWY/ HWY old

Sydney road 

encourage
optimisation

of use

maintain Old
Sydney Road

as scenic drive

adaptable street
networks - staged
delivery of public

transport/ allow for
emerging

technologies 

Catholic education
- ensure good bus
connections to link
to the train station

for students.

transit to
connect key
destinations

within wallan/
psp area

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A
Activity #2 

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Existing vegetation and
erosion potential to be

managed along
Strathaird Creek, which
will likely require wider

waterway corridors.

Further assessments of
Hannas Swamp are

important to understand
any Cultural Heritage or
Strategic Values relevant
to this mapped wetland

Existing dam on the
chicken famr is

providing an existing
detention function,

which needs to retained.
Formal upgrades to this
asset will be required.

Taylors Creek to be
appropriately

rehabilitated, with
consideration for

vegetation species
and soil types. Standing

waterbodies to be

the waterways. 
Management

responsibilities to be
determined.

The Taylors Creek DSS
currently indicates a

retarding basin in this
location.  This should be
included on the relevant

MW's current
assessments.

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

strengthen
pedestrian

connections
to BNW

landscape values
(higher/ edges vs.

connecting
landscapes)

Drainage
Conveyance Corridor
to be included from
existing outlet from
development to the

north of Taylors Lane.

with consideration of
ongoing impacts to

management etc. 

council -
keen to see

this is a
green

precinct. 

range of
'water'experiences -

opportunities (urban to
natural)  for people to

engage with water, urban
edges adjacent activity

centres 

water harvesting
opportunities to be

considered across the
precinct including

urbanised water bodies
and retention within

sports reserves 

East -west
ped/ cycle
connect to
Green Hill 

green links
to train
station

boulevards/ avenues
rather than arterial-
green and people/

model for lower
speeds

safe and
green links to

school -
locate on
(Carol) 

strengthen
pedestrian

connections
to wallan

town centre

heritage trails
and networks -

local
destinations/
attractions

integrated open spaces
(small parks within
200m), connected

through green/ safe
streets to larger parks/

landscape areas

locate
community

facilities to allow
early delivery of

services

Comment from
Catholic edu - this psp
may need to make up

shortfall in school
provision of

surrounding area. Also
increased density to

20dwe/ha

shortfall of BNW schools/
comm infrastructure to be
dealt with within PSP area

(to ensure equitable
access). consider using

under-utilised
infrastructure within Wallan

to provide for current
shortfall.

Wallan South schools to
be delivered in more

compact forms to ensure
best use of land/

response to landform.
dsitrbute to provide

better access. 

shortfall in BNW PSP -
to be addressed in that

PSP area (and also
look at underutilised
facilities in Wallan)  to

ensure equitably
access/ walkability

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

Existing dam on the
chicken famr is providing

an existing detention
function, which needs to

retained.  Formal
upgrades to this asset

will be required.

Consideration of

Assessment
along Strathaird

Creek

Include Meades
Swamp as a
contextual

mapped wetland
feature

Further assessments
of Hannas Swamp are

important to
understand any

Cultural Heritage or
Strategic Values
relevant to this

mapped wetland

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7 Ensure that there is
appropriate

consideration of the
relationship between
biodiversity and the

protection of Strathaird
Creek (erosion issues)

8

9

10

features on
site
(vegetation
extent/
approved lots)

responsibilities
for

management
of conservation

Think about
staging and
delivery and
infrastructure

proposed within
this space.

Subject to panel
report. MCF view

may to leave as is.
Don't rely on this

are to deliver
services.

Cultural

of
highpoints?

Brick Hut/ Old
Sydney Road

Toll -
investigate/

document Euro
history 

Consideration of
conveyance from

existing outlet from
development along

Taylors Lane

East-west ped/
cycle

connectivity to
Wallan (+ train

station) 

east-west
connectivity to
Green Hill Rec

Reserve +
connection to train
station (along fwy

trail?)

pedestrian
and vehicle
safety along

darraweit road

east-west
connectivity

alignment
of PPTN?

use of Sydney
Road to full

capacity - part of
future movement

networks 
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Gateway -
landscaping
- public art 

Good road
connection
along the

creek

Old Sydney
Road -

upgraded
connection
connection 

Formalise
connection

between old
sydney road

and the precinct

Walking track
between

green hill and
wallan station

costly option -
better

alternative?
further north at

Road -
topography
constraints 

Walkign tracks
along Taylors

Creek to
connect to

Wallan Town
Centre

constraints and
congestion -

mainly moving
north - especially

at peak times 

Duplication of
northern

highway into
the future

Train station -
access from
the PSP key

consideration 

Another
bridge

required to
gain access
to Station

PT - ensure
servicability
to the west 

Fast Rail - line
constraints

that may result
in

realignment. 

Rowes Lane -
schools busses
from Kilmore. Is
there a need for

a new access
point?  

Eagle St -
not built

Alignment of roads
and waterways

waterway amenity
perspective. 

Road alignments
in association
with Hanna

Swamp need to
be further
resolved. 

Arterial may
have to be
realigned
subject to

biodiversity
outcomes

Activity #2 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

Greenhill is not a
regional level facility. 

Council wants this
excluded from the open

space allocation as
Council has purchased
this land to support the

lack of open space
needs in existing Wallan

areas on non-
native reveg -
opportunities

to further
enhance. 

Additional active
rec

opportunities -
not to be

associated with
Green Hill

32acre of
native

reserve north
of Rowes

lane Nature /
walking track

- sounds
good

Historic hotel
- degraded -

bluestone
wall and well
opportunities

Water body
location -

closer to Nth
highway -

lowest point  

current
maintenance
issues with

culverts under
highway  

Waterway
location located
for amenity and

accessibility
rationale 

Shaded
corridors - along
waterways and
main walkways
to open spaces

New access
arrangement

to the
highway 

Walking and
cycling

paths - two
speeds 

Urban heat in
town centre -
need shading
and minimse

imperviousness

Robert Day
have prepare
urban layout
for the area

Good
connection
with Taylors
Creek to the

north

Local greening /
reuse of water

captured /
stored in these

lakes

Habitat corridor
balance with

other vegetation
needs

Vegetation
that are

resilient to
climate
change

Flexibility re: native
and exotic species

depending on
objective: habitat,
cooling, shade etc

Majority of
native veg

removed for
pasture and

cropping 

'Wild' walking
paths to
enable

connection to
nature

better alignn
connections
with water
bodies and
topography

Location of
activity centres

to be further
explored next

week. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

YV Waste
water

treatment plan
- separation

distance

8

9

10

Hanna Swamp -
Has not been

years - currently
used for

pasture/cropping 

Waterway - past
salinity issues - long
history of drainage

works in the
precinct associated

with the Crystal
Group land 

Saline
groundwater

Legacy
waterway
erosion

management
works - 40 yr old

area - mainly
caused via

electrical poles -
old sydney road

ridge line key
consideration. 

Groundwater
spring near

Taylors Lane

Proposed quarry -
500m bu�er - + other

requirments for
blasting - currently

being considered by
panel with decision

due in Oct. 

Community
impact of

quarry
proposal /
liveability

Quarry will have negative
impact on community if
approved - Council is

opposed to this

Opportunity to re-
design waterways
to reduce erosion

/ increase
community value

G
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Need to

avoid restricting

freeway

Alternate arterial
road - broader

regional function -
connection to OMR 

Important
function for

Northern
Highway

DOT - critical to
encourage local

movement to
alleviate impacts

on Northern
Highway and Hume

Free

DOT
Important

local
connector

DOT -
Suburban

road - rather
than collector

Arterial - important to
have access western

side of town -
potential to merge

arterial and 
alternate 

DOT - Importasnt
overpass - service

east side of freeway
- back down to Bev

NW

Highway - direct
at grade

connection -
Taylors Lane and

DOT
Connector -
boarding on

arterial
function 

DOT -
Arterial
function

Boulevard
treatment -

arriving into a
pleasant

environemnt 

Gateway -
incorporate

Stratheid creek -
sensitive transition
from rural to urban

environment

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

O� ramps
now funded
at Watson

St

No connection
from Taylors to
Old Sydney Rd
possible at this

location

public transport
and

walking/cycling
links to train

station so
important

Question how much

going from east to

could there be an
alternate road

alignment

Investigate to
provide a slip lane

Rd rather than an
intersection on Nth

Hwy

Rd extension on the
Hernes Swamp and

Wallan Regional Park.   
Needs to be informed by
ecological, hydrological
studies and the DELWP

work on the regional
park

Investigate
being able to
have PPTN in
this section of

this arterial

road cross
sections to be

wide enough to
facilitate canopy
trees and IWM

principles

Walk, cycle and
PT connection to
railway station will

on Northern Hwy

Minimise cross
overs onto Old
Sydney road

through internal
road access 

Alternate
transport will

alleviate

volumes

Be mindful of the
environmental values of

Old Sydney Road
vegetation and the

aesthetic values.  There
are opportunities to

protect and enhance.   

Passive
transport
links are
critical 

potential links
with the Merri

creek trail in the
longer term.   -

worth
investigating

Can we put
some EV

charging points
in the town

center??

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A
Activity #2 

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Needs strong
connection

between the
PSP and the

regional sports
park

Linear reserve - Need cross sections on
how it will be laid out - width/ used as
open space. Should cater for various

functions for all ages (kids, young families,
joggers and the elderly). Seniors park/
very young kid park - catering for the

diverse needs of the community 

Retarding basin required at
northern highway to retard future

conditions at the northern highway

increased into downstream
catchments. However there is

water bodies supported,
maintenance from required

and council 

Look like - Traditionally
grass lands and mix of
vegetation - wide water
courses - amenity and

connections to facilities
and walking and cyclingf

(passive transport)

Standing water body -
location ok - useful for

stormwater harvesztign.
Size to be determined

hrough technical reports
- need to be aware of
discharge rates across

northern highway

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

Amenity links,
to include

circular/similar
links

Revegetation along
the waterway to be
true to the EVC and
assit with erosion

control. 

the PSP needs to

Strathaird creek will
follow the original
alignment or the

diverted alignment

need to
consider links

between
BNW PSP

Drainage currently

Rd and diverts back via
the proposed town

centre

Retardation based on

however what about
development nothr of
this PSP where is tat

water being retarded?

Mitchell Shire is part of the
Resilient Melb. Urban

Forest strategy which has
targets for canopy cover -

The PSP should reach
these = 27% tree canopy

cover and 39% tree
canopy and shrub cover 

Rowe lane has
vegetation on each side

- turn into community
rec path i.e. set running
route for cyclist, walks,
use exisiting vegetated

corridor

ovals +
soccer

look at recycled
water use for

Green hill
reserve moving

fwd,

Can we look at
storm water
capture for

recreation areas
(underground

perhaps?) 

Connection to
Wallan

Township via
Taylors Creek

retention of
roadside

vegetation
along Rowes

Lane.

Conservation
set aside as

an o�set

Why is there a need for
ped along northern
highway rather than
utilising future ped

movement inside the
PSP, what is the Nexus 

Hanna swamp is
not currently a
swamp doesn't

exist now

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 
 Inverlochy -
restaurant

Cultural heritage -
need to be directed
by cultural heritage
report. Potential to

achieve protection of
bio values and cultural

heritage values (if
possible)

Highway -
important.

Appropriate land
use and

connection with
the highway

Interface with the
BMO is appropriate

(larger cross
sections/ larger
lots/alternative

interface points)

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Erosion
along Old
Sydney
Road

8

9

10

This is a title...
former
Meade
swamp

GSM habitat and
sightings 

Cole...

former
swamp
areas 

Interface of Wallan
Regional Park Study

Old Sydney
Roadside vegetion
vvalues - Habitat

coridoors  -
minimise

crossovers 

Removal of
extractive

quarry bu�er

Waterways as
potential

biodiveristy
links

imp

Interconnection of
Biodiversity and Integrated
Water Management Study

and Cultural Values
Assessment

Interconnection of
Biodiversity links both

sides of Northern Hwy -
Continuity Constraints

biodiversity links
east west from

Wallan Regional
park to Deep

creek would be a
great outcome. 

Soil types will be a
limiting factor and

width of vegetated
corridors

Sodic soils in Strathayrd Crk
and reserves. Soils are

dispersive for additional

development will casue
erosion.  Treatments

required for this. Reports
available.

G
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Is this necessary,
why not use the
improved Rowe 

lane? Impacting the
native vegetation, 
creating further soil

disturbance.

in or out? is this
an access to the

BIFT? how far
east does it

connect?

Re-enforce the
road hierarchy

within this north-
south arterial to

along Old Sydney
Road

Impact on
swamp

do we need
this third
bridge

crossing

is the dedicated PT

a feeder network
tothe station?  how is
that integrated with
potential Mt Fraser

rail station

Recreation

calming on Old
Sydney Road?

valid for the PT to go
through the

Inverlochy Hotel
node - a prominent

work/retail and
movement node is

emerging here

16m wide
road reserve

for Old
Sydney Rd

Plese be mindful or

without completing
the Cultural Values

Assessment or
engaging Wurundjeri

Impact

Waterways to
generally

have roads
as 'active

edges'

Access to
train

station
imporant

what movement is the
potential freeway

entrance serving? if

reconsider in detail

Rd

Arrival
Gateway

View lines &
vistas along
roads from

various angles
across land

forms

retain unsealed
portions of road
to character &
place making?

any access to
lots west of

creek can be
o� Old

Sydney Rd

activate
business

area

Adverse impact
to native

vegetation,
creating further
soil disturbance.

Impacting the
native

vegetation,
creating further
soil disturbance.

People speed along
this route - potential

hazard to
pedestrians when
greater population

another
gateway?

wallara
waters

isolated -
needs to be
integrated

reconsider the Hume
Fwy acccess strategy

in light of Watson
street ramp

approvals, and
current plans forEdge road

treatment to

hazards
Need intermediate east-

west connections -
facilitate integration with

Wallara Waters and
promote access to Mt

Fraser station (southern
areas of Wallan South
PSP are closer to that
station than to Wallan)

Local roads
layout to

respond to
slope

management

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A
Activity #2 

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

improve non-
motorised

connections (both
east-west and
north-south) to

Wedge
employment zone

Too many links
but need a link
along Southern
side of Taylors

Protection of
Hanna Swamp

and
incorporation

into connections
Shared paths

along waterways
/ particularly

north south from
the main town

centre

Meade
Swamp

Orange
dotted line
? bike path

Incorpration of
Wurundjeri

values to share
story along
connections

need to optimise
linkages to a

potential future
railway station at

"Mt Fraser"
(somewhere near

the dot!)

Waterway

any link here
should be up
against creek
or on Rowes

Lane

As done for the
early post contact
heritage, Cultural
Values need to be

addressed in the
planning/ design

Inverlochy Castle Hotel H7823-
0045

Listed on the VHI (H7823-0045),
the Inverlochy Castle Hotel was
built in 1855 by Angus Cameron

and later
taken over by John Lattan. The
remains of a bluestone wall are

still visible (Inverlochy Castle
Hotel 2020).

Looking
south from
Strathaird

Creek

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Provide an edge road
to the

interface

Cultural
Heritage
values

Herne swamp
presumably refers to the
lower lying areas -  does

not extend across this
entire area bw Hume

Fwy and Railway -
context and function

need to be discusssed in
detail with Deloraine

This is a title...This is a textbox...

needs to be considered
along with coordinated

acccess strategy for
Northern Hwy - how
does road access to
southern end of the

wedge get resolved?

Old Sydney Road could be a
recreation walking route and

retained in a natural setting to
provide opportunities to connect

calming devices to make it safe

Inclusion of
Cultural
Values

Provide linear passive
open space and active

travel opportunities  east
of Strathaird CreeK along

the waterways that
connect with the Taylors

Creek Corridor 

Utilisation of
native

environment as
opposed to
engineered

solutions

Potential
opportunities to

address IWM
objectives

within these
"constraints"

The Healthy Waterways Strategy (HWS) provides one of the
key policy mechanisms for delivering IWM outcomes across
Greater Melbourne. It provides a wide range of performance
objectives for all organisations, groups and individuals with

responsibilities or interests in water management to deliver. In

submission, the Yarra catchment itself (which includes Merri
Creek) has a 10-year performance target to:

meet ecological watering objectives, improve ecosystem
services, cultural and social values”

Restore
Meade
Swamp

Restore
Hanna
Swamp

Natural assets not
constraints. Aim to work with
them. Great opportunity to
connect to Bev N-W PSP

conservation area keeping
existing remnant native

vegetation in tact to ensure
its biodiversity values are not
depleted by development.  

Restore
Strathaird

Creek

Future
waterway

from
outfall

Particularly
important when
adressing sodic

soils issues

Retain the vegetation along
the ridges west of Strathaird
Creek to provide a degree of

framing to the residential
area.  and retain the visual

landscape character
provided by the wallan valley

Use bu�ers around
the existing 

Biodiversity and
Cultural Sensitivity 
areas to mitigate

against soil erosion. 
   

Development of
hilltops is not best
land management 

practice.  

"The VPA remains open
minded regarding the
future use of elements
of the former Hanna
swamp area in the
Wallan South PSP"

to divert around
Hanna Swamp

Avoidance of
development too
close to steeper

slopes and
Strathaird Creek

steep slopes
- avoid

development

steep slopes
- avoid

development

Visions - Completing the
future of Wallan ,

Maximising value from
water and landscape,

Boosting the Community,
Connecting People and
Places, Attracting New
economies,  Creating

Diverse 20 Minute
Neigbourhoods

the Wedge area as an
employment or mixed
use area has a linkage

north south, but the
Hume Fwy and Northern

Hwy severely limit
movement east west -

the Wedge is an
important Gateway

Connections to other assets eg
cycle path along the Hume

Freeway from metro melb, Great
vic ( tallarook) cycle path,

Northern path to Tooborac and
the potential Regional Park

Hearn's Swamp. 
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Two north - south arterial
roads. the eastern turns

towards Northern Hwy (makes
sense) but does not mean the
extension to north does not

need to be bus capable

downgraded to a local road?
DOT need to assist in

determing the connections
across and to Northn Hwy

Western North South
Arertial required to

Taylors Lane

Good connection of western
north south arterial heading

north of Taylors Road - safety
implications if not delivered 

May need crossings
over creek to

'landscape values'
area

Road as an arterial due to its
connection furth east and to

the south (at least to the
western arterial)

Potential Taylors
Lane link 

Potential extension
of PPTN north into
Wallan Township

Schools should
generally be well

serviced by PT but not
on arterial network

Status of Old Sydney
Road (should be an ICP
item?) What role does it
play, does part or all of it

get upgraded?

Challenge of 'landscape
values' and not upgarding 
Old Sydney Road poses a

provides issues around
truck access

connector to Old
Sydney Road will

heading further south

Poor intersection at
Daraweit Road

Possible opportunity to
extend Rowes Lane to Old

Sydney Road, Only one
connector access to OSR

required but potential local
street connection

Potential local
connection further
north however land

is steep

The alternative
connection heading

further north to Tayloirs
Lane is not preferred

Potential impact on
timeline of delviery if
quarry goes ahead

Potential impact of
quarrry access and

number of intersections
on Northern Highway. 

Potential ramps to

North would improve
access to BIFT

If there is no western
arterial road o� the north
south (western arterial) -

T-intersection

Alignment with

Activity #2 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

Green Hill is not

serves a local
catchment

Strathead Creek and
Taylors Creek 100 metre
corridoor - 40-60 metre

wide waterway (provides
opportunity for recreation) 

Piped tributatries

green links

IWM opportuntity at
Green Hill - Council

owned facility to serve
AOS. Potential cost

potential for Council to

park to 300 Northern
Highway - district level indoor

recreation facility

pipes??

Adequete access to schools
from active transport modes
(walking and cycling) in safe

environment - away from

Links to schools,

ovesity

required from
'landcape values' as a

risk when/if naturalised 

'landscape values'
south of Taylirs Road
as part of a transport

network

low yield land uses in
area north of Taylors

Riad Need connections
north and south of

waterway at
appropriate locations

AOS in BNW serves
demand of BNW

precinct

Potential shared path
along the hume and

allow for noise wall and
shared path to provide

north south connections

Taylors Creek shared
pathway projject from

Rose Lane up to
Watson Road (north

south link)

Concern about lack
of AOS

Not all of 300
Northern Highway is

developable

Hanna Swamp
cannot function a a

swamp and AOS

Meade Swamp - Constructed
Example Caroline Springs and
Cardinia / Pakenham lake - MW
will not accept the responsibility

as the asset - urban lake

IWM to serve Green
Hill has greater

potential if water is
further west

What will the
purpose of land west
of Strathaird Creek?

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

Hanna or
MEades

Swamp? Not
much ecological
value at Hanna

Sodic Soil issue
impacting
drainage

corridor widths

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Alignment of two
north south arterial

roads

Maxwell Road
overpass

Interchange at Hume
Freeway

Regional open space
vs local open space

and di�erent heiarchy
of service

Greenhill local park
not regional

Opportunities for
passive open space
within the landscape

Demand for active
open open space given
surrounding shortage,
plus within precinct.

Flatter land centrally
located - 6% of open space

will not meet demand for
open space (Mitchell

Council question modelling)

Need to remove 50-
70% of run-o� - either

reduce density or have
higher density and
more open space

Sodic / dispersive soils
- dont work well with
fresh water (chemical
properties vs physical

properties)

Di�erent approach to
drainage required -

regimes, soils.Possibly 100 metre wide
corridoors. Minor streams
and tributaries should be
piped and not made into

waterways.

Sealing soils, will
largely assist in

managing soils, but you
cant seal waterways

More retarding
basins may be

required

Hanna and Meade swamps -

area - providing both is a
challenge (meades possibly
preferred - more ecological

urban development
results in change in
waterlandscape (ie

Hanna Swamp)

Impact of road
network on drainage

Where is
the PPTN
running?

Old Sydney
Road 0

change over
time

Northern Hwy - limiting
number of access points

onto North Highway - 

to Taylors Road is 1.8km

Waterway coridoor
provide important links
through precinct and
biodvisity links, social

connectivity

Linear reserves need
continuous connection
over roads for active

open space
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Activity #3 
Timely Transport Connections Mapping B

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

Local
connection

opportunities

need to have regard
for broader regional
connection needs
(N-S arterials need
to be thought of in

this context)

Question of
constructability 

and development
severance impact
of this alignment

PT needs to
hit these

Question

these roads
north of

Taylors Lane

Potential
regional HCPT
connection to
Aitken BLVD -

Bus RT)

Try not to
physically
segment

neighbourhoods

Western Arterial -
major transport
arterial (avoid

intra regional trips
on Hume Fwy)

DoT submission
to Bev NW - sets

out regional
network

considerations

Old Sydney Road -
not as arterial.

Decision should be
based on local

needs (albeit short-
medium term

important function)

PT through
this section
of Northern

Hwy
problematic

Roads to be
seen as

placemaking,
not just service

corridors

PT corridor alignment
- northern hwy away
from catchment and

function of Northern

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11
12
13

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Road and
connections
to Northern

Hwy

PPTN has more

HCPT route
(latter requires

lanes)
Opportunity to

limit road
impacts through

the precinct?
Possibly

challenging

Activity #2 

Active and Attractive Connections Mapping A

Draw what you think the
connections should look like or how
it should interface to development. 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the connections
map layers + drawing key

Step 

Step 

question
about

alignment -
perhaps follow

creek?

Meeting
open space

needs of
existing

community

strong
connections
into existing

township

Strongly
support

'loop
connections'

opportunity
for shared
paths Old

Sydney Rd?

important
connection up
to Watsons -
station and
shared path

urban response
to development
around water -

needs to be
captured in PSP

local
connections

important

Question
about where

this
opportunity

comes from?

East-west
connections
back into the

precinct

on stormwater
harvesting in this
precinct - impact

on form of
waterways?

amenity
opportunity -
place making
opportunity

(35mins)

Questions to consider when
populating this CONNECTIONS
map:

What does this layer mean/look like?

How can this feature be captured in
the PSP document?

How can its alignment/location be
improved?

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Step 

response to
GH

masterplan

Consider road

gaps in active
network

Make sure we
capture

Strategic
Cycling

Corridors in PSP

Existing plans around
open space

immediately outside
the precinct - MSC 

Use these post it notes or create
your own to add your comments or
thoughts on the map AND add ticks
to comments you agree with

Step 

Constraints Mapping
Activity #1 

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the constraints
map layers + drawing key

Step  Questions to consider when
populating this CONSTRAINTS
 map:

How should this constraint be
treated or interfaced with? 

How could these constraints be used
to achieve the Wallan South 'vision'?

What should the detailed reports pay
close attention to?

Step 

Very high
macro-inv

values - healthy
waterway
strategy

Quarry -

impact - led by
decisions

through BNW

ICP funding
limitations - major

transport
infrastructure

projects (including
freeway crossings)

Expansive
creek

network -
providing
amenity

If restored,
needs to be

balanced
with urban

form

Biodiversity
impacts of access
to Old Sydney Rd

- potentially
limited

opportunities

BMO -
Assessment

post PBP

Role of
Northern Hwy
post Watsons

ramps

(35mins)

Draw what you think the constraints
should look like or how it should
interface to development.

Step 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

rare opp - some
development on
slope possible

subject to
biodiversity

values

8

9

10
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MURAL PDF EXPORTS – WORKSHOP #2



Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
400km 

The indoor
facility is very
close to the

Bev-NW indoor
facility.

Close to the town
centre, walkability,
other services that
compliment - one
active networks 

Relatively

landform 

Gentle
Landform,

active
transport
nerworks 

Existing
wallan

catchment 

Potnetial

risk

Mindful of
ensuring
resi near

LTC

in BNW to be
catered for in

BNW

Would prefer
secondary school

to be more
centrally located
within residential

catchment

The existing wetlands
will o�er

environmental/health
and well being

education
opportunities 

op to
collocated
non-gov
primary?

Drainage
and

ecological
values 

Need to
consider

servicing part of
Beveridge North

West PSP

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

active rec to
north of

taylors lane

Water
frontage,

coming past 

LTC foot

Would prefer
secondary school
and active open
space to not be
separated by a

road

Good
spacing
between

LCC

Need to
consider

treatment of
waterways 

Is it better for
whole area
to be mixed

use

all mixed use so
not to limit
potential/

for market

Potential
Special school
colocated with

governmnt 

or in
wallan
East

Waterway in
wrong spot -

should go
stright down 

review
alignment

of
waterway

active
reserves
too close 

Can active
reserve go in

greenhill
reserve 

green hilll -
open space/
facilites for

wallan south?

Active Rec
Res to be

located local
town center  

Need think
about active
open space

locations

character areas
rather than

densities (place/
activity/

landscape/ built
form)

Government
primary schools to
be co-located with

community
centres

Concern of
deviation of

PPTN

hillside/ slope
responsive
rather than
low density

Not a direct
route 

Density
challenging with
waterways and
open reserves!!!

Low density
responding to

landform 

Density to
consider

sodic soils -
mitigation

capacity for
residential

(slope
response)?

800m 

Ensure
appropriate

interface with
higher density
and waterwas

400m  Ensure
appropriate

setback 

TAFE might be
best located in

Wallan East PSP -
near the Railway

Station

West of creek
maybe low

density 

BUSHFIRE
risk in this

area! 

Alternative
location for retail
node with historic
site, community

centre

Government
schools to be

located on
connector

streets

Residential abutting
retail node. Too
much retail will

dillute town centre
catchment

Indirect
PPTN 

what is the
yellow

dotted line
?

gateway and
entry (what

kind of
employment?)
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves Local Active

Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
400km 

Additional non
government
secondary

school  required

co locating gov school with
retail node, good

separation from existing
Wallan school while

topography, existing
connector road

Issues
regarding

under supply
of schools 

Potential for
non

government
secondary

school

Potential
Independent

schools in
BNW

primary and
secondary to

create transition
pathways

Timing of the
secondary school
will need to look
at the timing of
development

education hub co-
located with open
space , nodes and
arterial/connector

roads

Could we put
a school next
to green hill

reserve?

Greenhill precinct
will be bringing

up the short falls
of the wallan

precinct 

Greenhill reserve as
active sporting

precinct, challenge
putting a school in that

location with
competting uses eg
parking needs etc. 

Flattest area to
locate potential

school in the
northern part of

the precinct

Council proposed
Green hill reserve to

correct legacy
undersupply issues.

parking
consideration.

1200 students
leave the

township per day
to reach school
outside Wallan

issues here
around slopping

here if its
slopping land?

Opportunity
to include
primary

school site

consideration of gradients
for possible school sites

greenspine acts as
separation between

schools & arterial
while providing

connection to town
centre

lots of opportunities for 
schools to have 
linear linkages via 
path networks

Co-location opportunities
for schools and 
other comunity facilities

Siting of Schools

possible
addition for
higher order
community

centre

This connector
street move

further west to
accomodate 

Near town centres
- Wallan TC
-local TC

under provision of
active open space?
Council adovcate

that there is an under
supply of active open

space. 6% is not
enough

Greenhill should
not be

considered as
part of the open
space network

Sports Reserves

co-locating
makes the

most of
shared
facilities

Access to connector rd

complimentary uses
co-locating with other 
open space to strengthen
overall OS network
accessible to schools

8ha district reserves with
2km catchments?

Local park network?

Natural landscape the 
prevailing feature

Note from Council:
Northern Hwy Green Hill 
not part of
the generated OS demand
(in addition to it)

Greenhill wont
be considered
as part of the

provsion for the
PSP

What is the
demand driver
and reasoning
for mixed use

area here

concious of what
these land holding

will delievr, if it
stays as

employment (bulky
goods etc. 

Guiding principles

signature building
and design
standard

requirements for
gateway to Wallan

South

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Opportunity
for additional

active
recreation.

panel decision for
BNW might shift
future recreation
area and change

acess roads in
future

need to look at
opportunity to

incorporate
additional open

space noting
topography
chalennges

Potential for
large lots

along sydney
road?
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local
Active
Recrea

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1 CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
400km 

Proximity to PPTN
and Rowes lane

future connection.
Don't want too
close to activity

centre.

Aware that
there might be

higher density
development.

Catholic Education

gov primary schools.
Consider accessibility.
Will provide oval within

Within walkable
catchment to community

facilities.

Might make
sense to

colocate with
neighbourhood

destination.

Access to LTC. Might
also serve catchment

outside of Wallan
South. Proximity to

main roads is less of
an issue compared to

Primary Schools.

Community
facility in
walkable

catchment
from LTC.

Utilising land fronting
POS/ Drainage corridors

and within walkable
catchment and PPTN to

facilitate medium density
housing. Providing

framing and enhanced
activity.

library near shops 

Co-locating community
facilities close to town
centre is encouraged.

Combines with the town
centre, PPTN and open

space network to
provide a focal point

within the Wallan South
precinct

Herne swamp
designation -

remove as not
in this locaiton 

Note about
swamp

- equity

Hospital located
close to ancillary
uses (if located in

Wallan and not
Lockerbie or other

locations)

special school
central

location and 
accessible to

N Hwy

Possibly
overlooking

the lake

Hospital and
complementary

TAFE for
medical, aged
care studies

LTC
appropriately 

located.

needs to be
resolved in relation

to the role of the
employment
precinct here

This node probably
not appropriate for
mixed use. Blunt

interface to Green
Hill, too close to

main road.

Medium
Density

No other
suitable

employment
land location.

stoemwater -
higher densities

better
throughout
entire PSP.

4 way
intersection

here

More density in
order to harvest
stormwater and
used in active
recreational
area. (60%)

Note interface
with western

edge - possibly
very low

densities?

Add density
near

hospital

Respond to
outcomes of

swap
footprint.

Note: All
discussions are
based on the

assumption that
Hanna Swamp will

not go ahead.

PDF Wallan South & East Swamps - Updated Map

This is a title...This is a textbox...This is a textbox...

This is a textbox...
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 

400km 

community centre
adjoining local
activity centre

Location on land that is

revised PTV
network/proximity to retail

and activity centres/
linkages to other schools
located inc central wallan Flat topography

and proximity to
centres and

location

Gov
Primary
School

Opportunity to
locate to have a
relationship to a
landscape value
area

May need to
be conscious
of catchment

Schools placed in proximity
to protected areas (cultural

and/or environmental

utilise these priority areas
eg. Hanna Swamp,

biodiversity corridor,
Strathaird Creek etc

Colocated
with LTC

location adjoining
local town centre
and along Rowes

lane 

Needs to be
more central

to the
catchment

Somewhere
unencumbered

by drainage
lines/

stable
land

Incorporate
reserves to assist

mitigation and
potential

stormwater
retardation

Located
with a

school 

Activity Centres should
provide connectivity to
the public open space
as well as movement

for the local community.
Incorporate green-blue

spaces

Location of
mixed use area

not to ditract
from the Wallan

Town centre

Human habitat,
Crystal Group -
Appropriately

placed

Crystal Group -
Careful not to let it
become another

town cetnre. Zone
correctly so it does

not compete

Northern Hwy
Exposure -

Big box uses

Medium density
precinct

adjoining local
centre  

Desire to know
when this will be

PRojects 

Low density /eco
village scenario to
co-locate dwellings

with ecological
value

400km 
low density to
interface with

veg to
respond to

Residential properties,
regardless of density,

should have appropriate
IWM measures

incorporated eg. High
Density - On-site

treatment, Med/ Low
Density - Rainwater tanks

etc.

Posibly co-
locate a Prep-12
school close to

town centre

Secondary School that
is large enough to
cater for a growing

population. Location
should not be

constrained for
expansion

Co-location of a
Secondary,

Primary, ELC,
and sporting

encouraged

What is the bush

and community
infrastructure to the
western side of the

PSP?
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
400km 

Developer's point
of view: prime

residential land
next to the
waterway. 

Near activity
centre and

road
connection

Land is very steep - part
of tourist zone and low

density residential.
School might want to

be in more active area.
Perhaps more further

South near retail node.

Extra:
Gov

Primary

Extra:
Gov

Primary

Capture the
catchment towards

the East of the
precinct and close

to/in the green
recreation space. 

Small residential
catchment.

Uncertainty with the
swamp area which

will impact the
residential

catchment. 

Dependent on
whether the
swamp area

will be
retained.

Pre-requisite the
secondary school

is located near
active open space.

Public
transport on

West and
South roads 

Principle: locate
non-gov and gov
primary schools

closer to each other
to share facilities.

Principle: locate
non-gov and gov
primary schools

closer to each other
to share facilities.

Non-gov
primary school
more central to

the PSP

Access of
Taylor Lane -
Single way 

Flatter
land

contours

Level 3 CC
with Local

Town Centre

Level 1 CC with
LCC and schools
- creating a hub

Level 1 CC

development

A lot of facilities seem
to be on the West as
opposed to towards

the East where there is

Not too many
access points
from Northern

Highway

Facility closer
to the

Northern
Highway

Near
secondary

school

Green space
should front
major roads 

Create

from green
hill 

Main
entrance -
creates a

feel

Amenity and
connection going east
and west of the PSP to
enable connection to
the Green Hill amenity

and Taylors Creek
access

Medium to high
density along the
waterway Taylors

Lane to Town Centre -
supports the retail
node on the east

Lack of schools
and amenity

connection from
Western side of

Hume

Principles:
Medium - high
density around

amenity and
public transport

High density
near

employment
and highway

Low
density on

steep
slopes  

risk

risk

High density
around

schools is a

conventional
medium
denity

Green hill "reserve"
seems disconnected

- improved
connectivity with

precinct outcomes

rename:
greenhill
reserve

tafe

Currently small campus -
testing - has potential to be

expanded upon.
Establishing a presence. 3
year lease. Will have more

clarity in the next few
months.

Far from
train

station
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
ReservesIndoor

Rec
Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School

Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC

Level
3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
400km 

Good to anchor
secondary in

walking
distance to town

center

Good to locate
secondary school
along waterway

corridor - active rec
and transport

Good location for a
gov school if DET
decide catchment

is coming from
outside the PSP

Could  this be an
alternate location for

Gov primary? If
southern site is

needed for
drainage/swamp

Is this at risk

with Hanna
Swamp ?

Locating near
LCC there is no

in this area

Some
existing

catchment

Early delivery
of school by
way of a non
gov school

Could we move
Gov school from
Hanna swamp to
across the road

(west of local town
centre)

Good access for
primary school

to 300 Northern
for open space

Primary School
needs to

consider future
quarry bu�er

Schools to use
waterway corridors as

passive transport
option to get to and

from school e.g. near
Taylors Creek

Good location
for a Tafe co
located with
employment

land

PT access to the
schools (esp
secondary) is

highly
preferrable

FYI: Will these
waterway corridors

need to increase as a
result of sodic soils?

Location

gentle slope/ Mixed use area
seems too large,
would question

whether there is a
need for such a

large space
Active recreation

near central
waterbody to

support
stormwater
harvesting 

need to provide alt
water to local

active rec reserves
- keep them close

to drainage/storage
is ideal 

Maybe put the
Govt Primary

here near
cycling / walking

pathways

Possibility of Council
placing active open

space here instead of
not uti88lising for
Green Hill rwserve

option to
integrate open

space with
environmental

values 

Limited access
placing active
open space in
this location

Active open
space should be
placed in areas

that o�er greater
access

This area for active
means that there

are complimentary
active uses

because of the
trails 

Cafe/ restaurant /
micro brewery uses
to activate heritage

site

Green corridors -
make provision for
passive irrigation of
street trees in well

boulevards

Council should
contribute 8.5 Ha of
this land to this PSP
the balance to their

shortfall for the
existing township

Alternative water
sources: Need to

understand extent of
recycled water and
potential alignments

for infrastructure
extensions  

Check whether
some local active

open space can be
split provided /

perhaps not a 10
hectare size

Maybe a 4 Ha
active open

space in this area
to cater for bowls,

soccer pitches

Is the indoor
active open

space in BNW
catering for

Wallan South?

Early delivery of
rec facility as the

town currently
has a shortage of
indoor facilities

Alternative water needs
to be provided to active

rec, schools etc. 
Potentially SW or RW -
need to look at a more
precinct scale option,

not discrete
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Standard Residential  

Medium Density 
Average Lot Size 280m2

500 people

High Density 500 people
Average Lot Size 200m2

Using the pen tool, draw
where you think
resdiential land uses (i.e.
their densities) should be
located on the Wallan
South plan. 

Step 

Step 

REVIEW the location of
following items (items 4-6)
on the Wallan South plan.

Step 

Locate where you think
the following items (items
1-3) should be placed on
the Wallan South map and
add a sticky note to
explain why.

1

Item

Land Use Mapping
Activity #1 

(40mins)
INSTRUCTIONS

Locate Government and Non Government Schools

Potential Amount 

Gov Primary
School

Type Design Principles

Gov Secondary
School

Non -
Government
Primary 

3 @ 3.5 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 8.4 Ha 

2 @ 3 Ha (each)

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Locate Community Centres, Child Care and other social services
2

Item

Potential Amount 

Level 1 Community
Centre 

Type Design Principles

Level 3 Community
Centre (inc.
library) 

2 @ 0.8 ha (each)
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2 ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

3

Item Locate Sports Reserves 

Potential Amount 

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves 

Type Design Principles

Indoor Recreation
Facility 

3 @ 8ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

1 @ 2.1 Ha
Drag and drop
these scaled
squares on the
plan

Seek the delivery of
public parks in

close proximity to
residents, ideally

within 300 metres
of all residents.

Ensure location of
open spaces does

not adversely
impact

natural, cultural or
heritage features

and values.

OPTIONAL: Locate 'Other Land Uses'

Potential Amount 

Universities

TAFE

Special Schools

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Hospitals
Drag and drop these
stars on the plan

Type

Review the location of the Activity Centres
4

Item

Review the location of the Mixed Use land uses
5

Item

Review the potential location of Employment land uses
6

Item

Residential Densities

Low Density
Average Lot Size 583m2

500 people

Average Lot Size 411m2
500 people

Located
near public
transport
network 

Provide for
passive

recreation
opportunities

Locate in
residential areas
where
interface issues
are appropriately
managed.

Located on a
Connector Rd,
Not located on
an arterial road

Not located on land
with:

heritage features
• slope
• contamination

An appropriate
distance
from potential
hazards (e.g. quarries,
sources of noise or

risks)

Co-located
with
community
facilities

Located
near active
open space 

Where possible,
locate parks
adjacent to

activity
generators. 

Provide for a

between the
proposed facility
site and any
surrounding urban
interfaces

Ensure site access
and connectivity
to key facilities
and identify links
to public transport

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Local Active
Recreation
Reserves

Indoor
Rec

Facility

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

Gov
Primary
School

1 Gov
Secondary

School Non-Gov
Primary

Non-Gov
Primary

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC Level

3 CC

Note: Green Hill
is seperate from

these 3 Local
Recreation
Reserves

Pen Tool Colour

Local Town
Centre

LCC

Retail
node

Local Town
Centre

Retail
node

LCC

LCC

Retail
node

Local
Town

Centre

Retail
node

LCC

Local Town
Centre

Local
Town

Centre

1000km

20mins

10mins

10mins

Drag and drop these
scaled circles to
calculate various
catchments

800km 
Council - additional arterial road next to town
centre could possible downgraded to a series

of connectors
DOT - much work required - PPTN needs to
function and waiting on transport modelling

Town centres need access to arterial network
runs alng 

Further work needed on arterial road network
and modelling 

 

Intersection at east-
west arterial and

western north south
arterial

Primary schools
located within

residential
catchment (and

providing adjacent
community centre)

This is a title...

Larger residential
catchment to west

that PPTN may need
to capture

This is a title...This is a title...This is a title...

School is located on

catchment numbers
(serves existing

residents and has right
demographics)

BNW = half P.S short
which may need to

be captured in
Wallan

Ideally the town
center will allow a

connection to
nature through
natural water

features

Interface not great
on Taylors Lane for

school due to
safety and

surveliance -
potentially shift
further south

Schools
would need

to be outside
any bu�er

area

50 hecatres
of AOS for

25,000
people

Question whether
school sites can
be reduced in
size and have
upper levels

Opportunity for school
to be located in town

centre however would
need to be driven via
PSP and would be a
smaller school site

Scope to
investigate the

incorporation of a
vertical school in
the town centre...

Potential to link the
landscape area as
public open space

linking with the
Proposed Wallan

Regional park and
rural conservation

areas in BNW

Local
Active

Recreation
Reserves

Walking trails >
ideally to be

managed by Parks
Victoria as as part
of a regional open

space

Local
Active

Recreatio
n

All active open
space to have

access to Class
A recycled water

400km 

locate open space
near water bodies for
potential stormwater

harvesting (as a
general rule of

thumb, within 500m

Potentially
di�erent sizes
active open
spaces with

di�erent
fucntions

Retail node,
as

community
node

school/hub for
even

distribution -
topography
challenges

Potential education
open space precinct

Low density -
700sqm plus

550sqm standard
density

Potentially
higher taget

- 150sqm 

Community
/Cultural

Use

Community centres
to be higher level
cetnres with more

muli purposes 

Level 1
CC

Level 1
CC
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